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I. INTRODUCTION
"From six members in the 1950s to... [twenty-seven] in 2007,
the European Union can now rightly claim to represent a
continent. Stretching from the Atlantic to the Baltic Sea, it
reunites Europe's Western and Eastern parts for the first time
since they were split by the cold war [sixty] years ago."1
On April 25, 2005, the Member States of the European Union (EU or
Community) signed the Treaty Concerning the Accession of Bulgaria and
Romania (Accession Treaty),2 which served as the legal basis for the two
countries' full membership to the European Community. This step was the
outcome of long and relentless efforts for reform on the part of the acceding
countries that have proven difficult and demanding in the quest of constructing
a modern society. Accession to the EU allows a Member State to take
advantage of the valued right of free movement of workers, set out in Article
48 of the European Community Treaty.' Despite its essence, the right to look
for a job in another Member State is not without limitations. To a certain
extent, the phrase "[f]ears and scepticism [sic] in the West and hopefulness
and optimism in the East"4 correctly sums up the attitude of Western, and
former Socialist, candidate countries prior to enlargement. EU accession, now
uniting 450 million inhabitants, is seen as a controversial issue, requiring
Member States to combat stereotypes, one of which is the flooding of the
Western labor market with a cheap Eastern workforce.5
This Note focuses on the essential right, outlined according to EU law, and
bestowed on a country upon becoming a member of the Community, to free
Europa, Overviews of the European Union Activities, available at http://europa.eu/pol/
enlarg/overview-en.htm (last visited June 17, 2008).
2 Treaty Concerning the Accession of the Republic of Bulgaria and Romania to the
European Union, April 25,2005,2005 O.J. (L 157) 11 [hereinafter Accession Treaty], available
at http://www.nacid.bgaccess03en4.Act-B6-RO.pdf; Mariyana Radeva, East-West Migration
in the Context of an Enlarging European Union: New Opportunities and New Challenges,
EUMAP.ORG, July 8,2004, http://www.eumap.org/journal/features/2004/ migration/ptI/eastwest.
' Treaty Establishing the European Community art. 48, Nov. 10, 1997, 1997 O.J. (C340) 3
[hereinafter EC Treaty], available at http://www.hri.org/docs/Rome57.
4 Radeva, supra note 2; see also JULIANNA TRASER, EUR. CrrIZEN ACTION SERV. WHO'S
AFRAID OF THE EU's LATEST ENLARGEMENT?: THE IMPACT OF BULGARIA AND ROMANIA JOINING
THE UNION ON FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS (2007), http://www.libertysecurity.org/IMG/pdf_E
CASREPORT free movement in 2007.pdf.
TRASER, supra note 4.
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movement of workers. The privilege is assessed in light of the recently
expressed disinclination by one Member State, the United Kingdom (U.K.), to
allow an open door policy towards migrant workers from Bulgaria.6 The
analysis will propose that the U.K.'s preference for national law, over
Community principles in the area of migrant movement,7 during the initial
period following an accession is groundless, as demonstrated by recent A8'
accession patterns, as well as generally successful efforts by the Republic of
Bulgaria to conform to EU law. A corollary of this argument is the feared, but
unrealistic, possibility of a large influx of Bulgarian workers to the U.K.,
making the measures taken by the British government not only unreasonable,
but also inconsistent with previous U.K. migrant policies and attitudes.
Moreover, apprehension and prejudice against the high Roma population9 in
Bulgaria, combined with the mistaken scenario of unmanageable Roma
migration into the U.K., serves as an additional, albeit never publicly
acknowledged, basis for the U.K. strategy.
Part II of this Note summarizes the relevant history of Bulgaria's efforts
toward EU accession. Part III briefly explains the free movement of labor
laws, as established in relevant articles of the EC Treaty and EU case law. Part
IV discusses the recent migration policy suggested by the U.K. government.
Part V seeks an understanding of the negative and positive consequences of
post-accession migration. Part VI examines the likelihood of Roma migration.
The foundational principle of this Note is that an open door policy to migrant
workers will encourage a sense of European citizenship, allowing all EU
citizens to benefit from identical rights and duties.
6 Although both Romania and Bulgaria joined the Community on January 1, 2007, and
many of the issues discussed here apply to both countries similarly, this Note will draw
conclusions only on the impact to Bulgarian citizens.
' The preference referred to is one within the fully legal boundaries of Community
Members, as per EU law. See Accession Treaty, supra note 2.
" The "A8" refers to the eight countries which joined the EU in the most recent accession
of 2004: Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia.
What makes [these] countries different from Malta and Cyprus, both of whom
joined the EU in the same round of expansion, is that due to the low income
levels in these countries - per capita they are around 40% of the European
average - it was feared that their accession would lead to migration on a
massive scale....
Who are the "A8 Countries "?, BBCNEWS, Apr. 24, 2005, available athttp://news.bbc.co.uk/l/
hi/programmes/panorama/4479759.stm.
9 Roma are often referred to as Gypsies, Proma, and Romani. Religious Tolerance.org, The
Religion, Culture, and Status of the Roma, http://www.religioustolerance.org/roma.htm (last
visited June 17, 2008).
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II. BULGARIA'S PRE-ACCESSION HISTORY
With the aim to join the Community as a full member, Bulgaria instituted
EU diplomatic relations in 1988. I0 Two years later, the country submitted its
application for EU membership, but it was not until February 15, 2000 that
actual negotiations commenced.1" After the European Parliament gave its
overwhelming support, the Accession Treaty was ratified on May 11, 2005.12
Throughout the pre-accession period, the EU was financially supporting
Bulgaria's preparations for Community accession. 3 Assistance was aimed at
supporting efforts to strengthen democratic institutions and the rule of law,
reforming public administration, carrying out economic reforms, respecting
human as well as minority rights, advancing regional cooperation as well as
reconciliation and reconstruction, and contributing to sustainable development
and poverty reduction." As a candidate country, Bulgaria was required to
focus EU financial assistance "on the adoption and implementation of the full
acquis communautair"'5 and prepare for the implementation of the
Community's cohesion policy.'6 Under the Phare Program,'7 the Commission
"o EurActiv.com, EU-Bulgaria Relations, http://www.euractiv.com/en/enlargement/eu-bulgar
ia-relations/article- 129603 (last visited June 17, 2008).
Id.
12 Id. Membership in the EU means Bulgaria will be eligible for financial aid and other
assistance.
13 Council Regulation 1085/2006, Establishing an Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance,
art. 1, 2006 O.J. (L 210) 82 (EC), available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/lex/LexUriServ/LexUri
Serv.do?uri=OJ:L:2006:210:0082:0093:EN:PDF. The regulation replaces the current range of
financial instruments for external assistance with a simpler, more efficient framework comprising
six instruments, including a new pre-accession instrument. The new instrument covers the
accession candidate countries and potential candidate countries (Western Balkans). This
instrument replaces a number of other Regulations. See also Europa, Progress with
Enlargement: Bulgaria, Romania and Croatia (2004) [hereinafter 2004 Progress with
Enlargement], available at http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/e50016.htm.
' Council Regulation 1085/2006, supra note 14, art. 2.
15 Acquis communautair refers to the entire body of legislation of the European Communities
and Union, of which a significant body relates to justice and home affairs. Applicant countries
must accept the acquis before they can join the EU. See European Commission, Glossary, http://
ec.europa.eu/justicehome/glossary/glossary_aen.htm (last visited June 17, 2008).
16 Council Regulation 1085/2006, supra note 14, art. 2.
" Council Regulation 3800/91, On Assistance for Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Croatia, 2000 O.J. (L 306) 1 (EC) (amending Regulation 3906/89 in order to extend economic
aid to include other countries in Central and Eastern Europe). The Program of Community Aid
to the countries of Central and Eastern Europe (Phare) is the main financial instrument of the
pre-accession strategy for the Central and Eastern European countries (CEECs) that have applied
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granted Bulgaria C200 million in aid for the period 2000-2006. " In line with
the principle of EU solidarity and directed towards the decommission of
certain nuclear installations, 9 a further 4 140 million was made available over
the period 2004-2006. The 2004 Phare Program focused on some of the
following priorities: "projects for strengthening public administration at all
levels and the judiciary (E36 million)"; projects to improve "financial control
and the fight against corruption and fraud (E8 million); projects for ethnic
minorities, vulnerable groups and civil society (E13 million); projects to
promote economic growth and social cohesion (E 13 million); and meeting the
obligations of membership (442 million). 20
The Commission continued to conduct monitoring reports on the country,
supervising the corrective steps that needed to be implemented in key
problematic fields.2' In its May 2006 monitoring report, the Commission
concluded, "Bulgaria needs to demonstrate clear evidence of results in the fight
against corruption, in terms of investigations and judicial proceedings. It also
needs to further reform thejudiciary, in particular to reinforce its transparency,
efficiency and impartiality. '22 Although the report did acknowledge overall
improvements in the legal framework and other areas, the May 2006 comments
expressed "serious concern" on account of six policy areas.23 This gave rise
to the Commission's decision to review Bulgaria's reform progress in
October 2006, and to decide, based on that review, whether the originally
for membership of the European Union. Phare's tasks are adapted to the priorities and needs of
each CEEC. The program has two main priorities, namely institution building and investment
financing. See also Europa Phare Programme, http://europa.eu/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/e50004.htm
(last visited June 17, 2008).
S 1999 Regular Report from the Commission on Bulgaria's Progress Towards Accession,
at 6 (Oct. 13, 1999), available at http://www.bghelsinki.org/special/en/regular/20reports/1999
_regularreport.pdf.
'9 2004 Report on Phare, Pre-Accession and Transition Instruments, COM(2005)070 final
(Dec. 23, 2005).
20 Memo/06/201 Partnership For the Accession of Bulgaria, http://www.europa.eu/scadplus/
leg/en/lvb/e4010l.htm (last visited June 3, 2008).
21 Key Findings of the Monitoring Report on Bulgaria's Preparedness for EU Accession,
MEMO 06/345 (Sept. 26, 2006), available at http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?
reference=MEMO/06/345&fornat=HTML&aged=0&Ianguage=EN&guiLanguage=en#ffiB 1.
22 Key Findings of the May 2006 Monitoring Reports in Bulgaria and Romania, Europa,
Summaries of Legislation (May 16, 2006) [hereinafter Key Findings], available at http://www.
euradtiv.en/enlargement/eu-bulgaria-relations/article-129603 (scroll down and follow link to
Report).
23 Id.
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scheduled January 2007 accession date was still feasible.24 Additionally, the
Accession Treaty itself provides for further safety nets to address potential
accession related difficulties, such as a general economic safeguard clause,25
a specific internal market safeguard clause,26 and a specific justice and home
affairs safeguard clause.27
The areas of "serious concern" have been an all too frequently recurring
theme in the Commission's reports. For instance, in October 2005, the
Commission's monitoring report placed Bulgaria on a six month probation,
cautioning the country to "take immediate and decisive corrective action" in
the fields of judiciary reform and fighting high-level corruption by
April/May 2006.28 The procedures for administering justice remained
cumbersome and slow, while "corruption [was] still a problem, which
affect[ed] confidence in the public administration and judiciary, thereby also
affecting the proper implementation of the acquis."29 Further, the report
expressed concern that EU funds could be diverted from their rightful
beneficiaries as a result of fraud and corruption.3" The situation had not
improved drastically a year and a half later.
Despite what appear to be consistent shortcomings in several main areas,
progress has nevertheless been made. The Commission has recognized, on
several occasions, Bulgaria's advancement in preparation for the acquis in the
fundamental areas of economic and monetary union, education and training,
external relations, common foreign and security policy, and EU budgetary
provisions.3 More importantly, the EU has concluded that Bulgaria has
further consolidated and deepened the stability of its institutions, guaranteeing
democracy, the rule of law, human rights, and respect for and protection of
24 Id. The six areas of concern were: "setting up a proper integrated administration and
control system in agriculture"; food safety; prosecuting organized crime; more efficient
implementation of laws for the fight against fraud and corruption; intensified enforcement of
anti-money laundering provisions; and strengthening financial control over structural and
cohesion funds.
25 Accession Treaty, supra note 2, art. 36.
26 Id. art. 37.
27 Id. art. 38.
28 Comprehensive Monitoring Report on the State of Preparedness for EU Membership of
Bulgaria and Romania, SEC(2005) 1352, SEC(2005) 1353 SEC(2005) 1354 (Oct. 25, 2005)




31 Id.; see also Key Findings, supra note 22.
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minorities.32 Based on the Commission's judgment as well as persistent past,
current, and future EU financial assistance, it cannot be far fetched to conclude
Bulgaria has largely harmonized its political and economic spheres to EU
standards, thus providing greater security and stability for its citizens, and
diminishing an incentive for mass migration.
On September 26, 2006, the Commission indirectly confirmed this view by
giving the green light for Bulgaria's accession in 2007."3 The Commission is
to report regularly to the EU Parliament and Council on the progress achieved
with regard to the remaining areas of concern. 34 Additionally, safeguard
measures, provided for in the Accession Treaty, can be invoked, leading to
suspension of funds should the requirements not be met.a" In light of these
existing tools for remedial action, one would be hard pressed to deny that EU
law, and more particularly the Commission, is fully equipped to address any
shortcomings in implementing the acquis. While individual Member States are
also outfitted with safeguard measures,36 which can complement the
Commission's available legal alternatives, the specific restrictions the U.K. is
seeking, described in detail below, may impede the proper functioning of EU
policies.
LI. FREE MOVEMENT OF LABOR LAWS
Bulgaria's accession to the EU entails new rights and obligations. One of
the fundamental freedoms guaranteed by EU law is the principle of free
movement, either to take up employment, to work on a self-employed basis, or
to provide services in another Member State.37 Set out in Article 39 of the EC
Treaty and outlined in the Preamble, this principle has been declared an
essential element of European citizenship.38 Article 39 provides for the right
to look for ajob in another Member State, the right to work in another Member
32 Monitoring Report on the State of Preparedness for EU Membership of Bulgaria and
Romania, at 13, COM(2006) 549 final (Sept. 26, 2006) [hereinafter September Monitoring




3' Accession Treaty, supra note 2; see also September Monitoring Report, supra note 32,
at 8.
36 See infra note 49.
3' EC Treaty, supra note 3, pmbl.
38 Id.
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State and reside and remain there for that purpose, and the right to equal
treatment in respect to access to employment, working conditions and all other
advantages which could help facilitate the worker's integration in the host
Member State. 9 For workers, this freedom has existed since the founding of
the European Community in 1974.40 Additionally, Article 8(a)(1) gives every
citizen the right to move and reside freely within the territory of the Member
States.4' Article 16 is also an important element in this area of Community
competence. It declares, "[w]ithin the scope of application of this Treaty and
without prejudice to any special provisions contained therein, any
discrimination on ground of nationality shall be prohibited.' 42  Most
importantly, Article 3 requires "the abolition, as between Member States, of
obstacles to freedom of movement of... persons. 43
EU enlargement has been viewed as stimulating economic growth and
social cohesion, and further enforcing the role and influence of the EU in the
world." Enlargement also allows for the concept of citizenship, whereby
every national of a Member State becomes a citizen of the EU; a concept
which scholars have argued is epitomized precisely by the free movement
provisions.45 Scholars have proposed that the free movement provisions were
inserted in the EC Treaty for economic reasons, since the original aim of the
market was to increase the wealth of the participating states. One way of
achieving this process was to create a mobile work force.46 Indeed, in
opposing labor movement restrictions, the Commission has in the past cited to
mainly economic arguments, stating that "[1]acunae in enforcement by national
authorities of existing.. . national legislation may indeed [create] an adverse
and wrong impression of enlargement and of the benefits of free movement of
workers. . .. "'
" Id. art. 348.
4 Id.
4' Id. art. 8(a)(1).
42 Id. art. 16.
43 Id. art. 3.
4 Josd Manuel Barroso, President of the Eur'n Comm'n, Presentation of Bulgaria &
Romania Accession Report, at Eur. Parl. (Sept. 26, 2006), available at http://europa.eu/rapid/
pressReleasesAction.do?reference=SPEECH/06/535&format=HTML&aged=0&language=E
N&guiLangauge=en.
41 JAMES HANLON, EUROPEAN COMMUNITY LAW 179 (2003).
4Id.
17 Report on the Functioning of the Transitional Arrangements Set Out in the 2003
Accession Treaty, at 14, COM (2006) (Apr. 2006) [hereinafter Transitional Arrangements
Report], availableathttp://ec.europa.eu/employment-social/news/2006/feb/report-en.pdf. The
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Transitional Measures
Enlargement of the Community is followed by the notion of a "transitional
period" for a maximum of seven years, during which EU law related to free
movement of workers does not fully apply to new Member States.48 Thus,
workers may face restrictions on access to labor markets of the current
Member States if the states choose to implement transitional measures. 49 For
the first two years after an accession, the current Member States may admit
workers from the future Member States under national rules, without applying
Community rules on free movement.5" Two years after accession, the
Commission reports on the situation and Member States must announce the
system they wish to use from then on.5 ' The Commission expects only a few
Member States to restrict work permits, while in other countries people from
the new Member States will be entirely free to get ajob.52 Countries could, in
cases of unexpected disturbances on the labor market, reintroduce work
permits temporarily.53 Most importantly, all current Member States have
undertaken to move as quickly as possible towards the full application of the
acquis communautair of free movement of workers.54
IV. U.K. ENDORSEMENT OF TRANSITIONAL MEASURES IN THE 2007
ACCESSION
Countries which choose to adopt the transitional period present obstacles
to the full implementation of the spirit behind free movement of labor. The
report is required under the 2003 Accession Treaty, which formed the basis for the 2004
enlargement round.
48 Treaty of Accession to the European Union, Annex IV, 3(2), Apr. 16, 2003, 2003 O.J.
(L236) 33 [hereinafter Accession Treaty of 2003], available at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/e
nlargement new/treaty/defaulten.htm. Transitional arrangements derogate from Articles 1 to
6 of Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68. It is important to note that these transitional arrangements
apply only to access to the labor market by workers. Tourists and students, for example, have
complete admission to Member States.
9 Id.; see also Accession Treaty, supra note 2, Annex VI.
SO Accession Treaty, supra note 2, Anne VI; see also Europa, FAQ on Commission's Free
Movement of Workers Report, available at http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?refe
rence=MEMO/06/64&format=HTML&aged--O&Ianguage=EN&guiLanguage=en (last visited
June 17, 2008).
s' Accession Treaty, supra note 2, Annex VI.
32 Transitional Arrangements Report, supra note 47.
5 Accession Treaty, supra note 2, Annex VI.
14 Id.; see also Transitional Arrangements Report, supra note 47, at 16.
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U.K. has revealed that, subsequent to the 2007 Accession, it will set a limit on
the number of migrants accepted from Bulgaria each year to ensure that
migration is "properly managed."" The U.K. has insisted on applying
restrictive national rules to its labor market for, at a minimum, the first two
years after accession.56 The government justifies this policy as correcting its
"mistaken planning" during the 2004 Accession, 57 when the U.K. was one of
only three countries to give full rights to new member migrant workers. 8
Although statistics vary, officials cite to "unprecedented numbers" of workers
who arrived in the U.K., exceeding predictions as low as 15,000. 59
While not in legal violation of Article 39, the restrictive policy of the U.K.
government is in direct conflict with the EU philosophy of free movement of
workers as a means of establishing a more flexible and more efficient labor
market, benefiting employers, employees, and Members States.60 Deducing
from the "negative" consequences of the 2004 Accession, and specifically the
influx of Polish workers, the U.K. government has introduced a points system
to match the economy's requirements with migrant labor.6 This system seeks
to reverse what is considered an error of failing to utilize the transitional
period toward the acceding 2004 Eastern European countries.62
On October 24, 2006, in a written statement to Parliament, the limits on
Bulgarians' right to work in the U.K. were fully unveiled by Home Secretary
John Reid, who laid out a framework which will "take account of the needs of
our labour market, the impact of the [previous] expansion and the positions
adopted by other Member States. 6 3 Concerned by a heavy flood of low-
skilled labor, the government expects employers to look exclusively to workers
" 'No Open Door' For New Migrants, BBC NEws, Aug. 20,2006, available at http://news.
bbc.co.uk/l/hi/ukpolitics/5268966.stm (comment by Trade Secretary Alistair Darling).
56 Id.
57 Id.
5 'Nearly 600,000 'New EU Migrants, BBCNEwS, Aug. 22,2006, available athttp://news.
bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/5273356.stm.
59 Id.
' See Commission Calls for Labour Movement Restrictions to be Lifted, EURACTIv.COM
[hereinafter Commission Calls], http://www.euractiv.com/en/enlargement/com mission-calls-
labour-movement-restrictions-lifted/article- 152345 (last visited June 17, 2008).
61 HOME OFFICE, A POINTS-BASED SYSTEM: MAKING MIGRATION WORK FOR BRITAIN, 2006,
CM. 6741, at 9, available athttp://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/documents/command-points-based-
migration?view=Binary.
62 Id.
63 John Reid's Statement on Migrant Workers, BBCNEwS, Oct. 24, 2006, available athttp://
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uknews/politics/6081042.stm.
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from EU nations to meet any shortages within the U.K.-with the exception
of the food and agriculture industry-thus "phasing out all low-skilled
migration schemes for workers from outside the EU."64 Highly-skilled workers
that qualify for the Highly Skilled Migrant Program65 will also be admitted
along with any dependents. In an effort to ensure migration is managed in the
best interests of the country, the government has warned that employing illegal
workers will not be tolerated and will be punishable by a heavy fine.66
The justifications offered by the U.K. government in support of the points
based system--namely low employment rates and high welfare costs--can
easily be characterized as falling within the realm of domestic economic
policies. However, under EU law, once transitional measures have been
extinguished, such rationalization appears to be disallowed as a reason for
exclusion of workers.67 In fact, according to Council Directive 64/22 1,
measures concerning entry into territory, taken on grounds of public policy or
public security, are to be based exclusively on the personal conduct of the
individual concerned. 6' Thus, if Community law applies, it should not be
permissible to refuse entry because of high unemployment in a particular
Member State. A question naturally follows: Are transitional measures
treating accession workers as second class citizens? Is the "personal conduct"
of an individual under the Community's law umbrella the equivalent of
stereotyping a nation under domestic laws? The discrepancy appears to
establish that the U.K.'s position, while not precluded by EU law, is certainly
at odds with the general principles and spirit of the Community.
Regrettably, such measures are also at odds with, and obliterate, Britain's
reputation as a champion of EU enlargement.69 The proposed migration
system is strikingly different from the U.K.'s previous view on the matter that,
"[h]ard working immigrants are welcome. Benefit tourists are not."7° For
example, subsequent to the Commission's analysis of workers' mobility after
6Id.
65 Currently just under 100 a year. Id.
66 Id.
67 Council Directive 64/221, art. 2(1), 1964 O.J. (056), available athttp://europa.eu.int/eur-
lex/lex/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31964L0221 :EN:HTML (stating that measures
concerning entry into the territory of a Member State, issue of residence permits, or expulsion,
must not be taken on economic grounds).
68 Id. art. 3(1).
60 See Commission Calls, supra note 60.
70 Press Release, Home Office, Regulations Laid for Workers Registration Scheme for New
EU Members (Mar. 25, 2004), available at http://press.homeoffice.gov.uk/press-releases/Regula
tionsLaidForWorkersReg?version=l.
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the 2004 Accession, Britain's then Immigration Minister commented on the
"success of the U.K.'s policy in opening up our labor market," affirming that
accession workers continued to go where vacancies existed, helping to fill the
gaps in the labor market.7' Statistics for 2004-2005 movement patterns show
the U.K. had approximately half a millionjob vacancies, and, at the same time
was dealing with worker shortages.72 Migrant workers took up hard-to-fill
jobs,73 making the U.K.'s previous migration policy a significant competitive
advantage for its business and economy. Officials have commented that, "[b]y
allowing the U.K. to draw from the global talent pool, migration has
contributed significantly to London's success as a top global financial center,
as well as making it one of the most dynamic, culturally diverse, stimulating
cities in which to live and work., 74 Disappointingly, no convincing basis has
been set forth by the U.K. government proving empirically how this positive
impact took a dramatically negative turn within the time frame of a year.
Ironically, and in incongruity to the newly proposed migration strategy, the
EU Commission's recommendation from February 2006 calls for the labor
movement restrictions on 2004 accession countries to be lifted.75 According
to the Commission's analysis of facts, workers' mobility from the new Eastern
European countries, which joined the EU in 2004, has had "mostly positive"
effects on EU labor markets and is in fact "economically rational. 76
A logical conclusion follows from these and similar comments: the decision
to apply a restrictive national regime toward Bulgarian citizens is being made
largely due to "scaremongering about East European jobseekers."77 While
recalling the right of Member States to maintain restrictions under the
transnational arrangements, the Commission has nevertheless been adamant in
arguing against transitional restrictions and in recommending that Member
States carefully consider them in the light of evidence of the impact on their
labor markets.78
Because of the lesson learned from the unprecedented numbers of migrants
who have come to the U.K., additional problems with controlling migration
"' Europa, Eastern Migration Has Been Positive Says UK, Mar. 16, 2006, http://ec.europa.
eu/employment social/workersmobility_2006/index.cfm?idpage=55.
7 John Reid's Statement on Migrant Workers, supra note 63.
73 Id.
74 HOME OFFICE, supra note 61.
" Accession Treaty of 2003, supra note 48.
76 Id.
77 TRASER, supra note 4.
7' Transitional Arrangements Report, supra note 47.
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exist. Proponents of the closed door policy cite to the more than 400,000
immigrants who entered the U.K. in 2004 alone,7 9 but, depending on the
source, the numbers range from 400,000 to 600,000 or more. Some also claim
that as of July 2006 unemployment had climbed to 1.68 million.8" However,
sources point out that there have been no large scale movements from areas of
high unemployment to areas of low unemployment.8" Although care should be
taken when interpreting these statistics, the fact remains that the numbers being
cited are inconsistent.8 2 As already established, the U.K. government did not
appear to share this view, at least as late as February 2006. High numbers of
migrants may also be explained by the fact that not all data circulating in the
public domain have gone through the same rigorous analysis as those presented
in the Commission's report.83 Further, although the latter did not fully capture
the "phenomenon of undeclared work," the U.K.'s Home Office report has not
taken into consideration migrants who have already left the U.K. due to lack
of money or trouble finding jobs. 4 In fact, the Commission has found that
since the 2004 enlargement, developments in almost all the labor market in
accession countries have been positive and unemployment rates have dropped
significantly. Based on this discovery, it is reasonable to suggest that there is
no reason to expect increased pressure from Bulgarian citizens to move outside
of their home country. 5
Compare these statistics to a study published in 2004 for the Department
for Work and Pensions. 6 The results suggest that the primary impact of
the 2004 migration has been to in fact increase output and total employment,
" Toby Helm, Open Door to Migrants Faces Axe, TELEGRAPH (U.K.), Aug. 10, 2006,
available at http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2006/08/09/nmigrants09.
xml.
80 Patrick Hennessy, Tories Demand Limit on Migrants from Europe, TELEGRAPH (U.K.),
Aug. 21, 2006, availableathttp://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/1 526784/Tories-demand-limit-on-
migrants-from-Europe.html.
SI HANLON, supra note 45, at 179.
82 TransitionalArrangements Report, supra note 47. The study does not represent National
Statistics, although the report is published by the Home Office and used to outline the economy
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while having a minimal impact on native workers." Although these statistics
are based on a one year migration trend, the report also shows that between the
quarters ending in February 2004 and February 2005, employment in the U.K.
grew by 231,000 and the employment rate of the working population
from 74.9% to 75.0%. This is despite the fact that between 2004 and 2005,
migrant workers increased to 205,000.88 According to the Home Office, the
increase as compared to 2004 was 10%.9
A follow-up report by the Department for Work and Pensions and the Home
Office confirms the findings from the previous year and establishes that
between May 1, 2004 and June 30, 2006, there were a total of 447,000
applicants from Accession 8 countries-427,000 of whom were issued Worker
Registration certificates. 9
What conclusions can be drawn from these abundant statistics? According
to the Work and Pensions report, the results suggest that any increase in native
unemployment is nowhere near significant enough to counteract the positive
impact on overall employment and output.9 The figures allow conclusions that
migrant workers are in fact benefiting the economy by filling skills and labor
gaps that cannot be met from the U.K.-born population, particularly in the
areas of administration, business and management, and hospitality and
catering.92 Hence, nationals from these countries make few demands on the
U.K. welfare system,93 refuting the arguments put forth by the government.
Admittedly, lacking consistent information on migration patterns, the
U.K.'s citizens are rational in supporting the government's concern that their
welfare and social security systems may become overburdened by migrants
from Bulgaria. Opposing the free movement of workers may be due to a fear
that EU laws that govern the flow of labor within the Union and provide for
workers who are nationals of another Member State, to "enjoy the same social
and tax advantages as national workers," 94 will allow inexpensive laborers
7 Id.
88 Id. at 19.
89 Id.
90 HOME OFFICE ACCESSIONMONITORING REPORT MAY2004-JUNE2006 (2006) [hereinafter




9' Ninety-seven percent ofworkers were working full time; 93% of registered workers stated
they had no dependants living with them in the U.K. and only 3% had dependants under the age
of seventeen with them. Id.
9' Council Regulation 1612/68, art.7(2), 1968 O.J. (L 257) 2 (E.C.) (dealing with the social
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from the East to apply the social and labor market rules of their countries of
origin.95 The apprehension is particularly exacerbated when the newcomers
are perceived as unwilling to engage in effective employment.96
This concern can quickly be disposed. In 1987, the European Court of
Justice held that those in search of work were not entitled to the same benefits,
with regard to social and tax advantages, as those actually in work.9 7
Additionally, the members of a worker's family qualify only indirectly
for the equal treatment accorded to the worker himself by Article 7 of
Regulation 1612/68.98 The Court reasoned that a worker's descendants (all
citizens of one Member State) who have reached the age of twenty-one and,
thus, no longer depend on him, may not rely on the right to equal treatment
guaranteed by Community law in order to claim a social benefit provided by
the host Member State.99 It is evident, then, that the probability of Bulgarian
migrants "leeching" on the U.K.'s social system will simply not materialize.
Under the law, Bulgarian migrant workers would be required to hold a job if
they wish to receive benefits, and the assistance would only extend to children
so long as they are dependent on the worker.
Further, engaging in propensity reasoning that Bulgarian workers, by
migrating to the U.K., would also relocate their detrimental domestic labor
practices, is thus far not corroborated by statistics on Bulgarian patterns of
work ethic. If the U.K. forecasts a negative migration outcome, deduced
from 2004 Accession patterns, the government also must acknowledge that
its 2004 open door policy toward Accession countries maintained low numbers
of migrant workers applying for tax-funded, income-related benefits, and
housing support. It is true that models of previous enlargements may only be
partially reliable. Nevertheless, insinuating a tendency of certain Eastern
European nationals to leave their footprint on migration more so than others
is a proposition that cannot be supported only by selective presentations of
data. For example, only 5,943 applications for Income Support and
Jobseeker's Allowance were processed between May 2004 and June 2006, and
advantages on workers in Member States).
9' HANLON, supra note 45, at 169; see also East European Migrants in UK "Parasite on
Benefit Scams, " SOFIA NEWS AGENCY, Aug. 14, 2006, available at http://www.novinite.com/
view-news.php?id=68060.
96 HANLON, supra note 45, at 169.
9' Case 316/85, Public Soc. Welfare Ctr. v. Lebon, 1987 E.C.R. 02811.
98 Id.
99 Id.
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of these applications, only eighty-eight were allowed-a total of 12.9%.100
Additionally, a very small minority-7%--of registered workers, who applied
between May 2004 and June 2006, declared that they had dependents living
with them.l"1 The examined studies lead to the conclusion that a previous open
door policy has not only helped alleviate a skills shortage, but has also
disincentivized migrant workers from operating in the black market.
10 2
Additional safeguards the U.K. could employ, without imposing transitional
measures, have been exemplified by the European Court of Justice in the case
of The Queen v. Antonissen. °3 The Court interpreted Article 39 as giving
nationals the right to move freely for the purposes of accepting offers of
employment actually made, with the caveat that a Member State may deport
a migrant worker if he or she has not found employment after a reasonable
time."' 4 Conceding that policing workers in order to instigate deportation
proceedings presents a weakness to this proposition, this impracticality would
endure mainly if migration happens on a large scale-an unlikely possibility.
Additionally, the U.K.'s Worker Registration System, requiring each worker
to register with the Home Office, should further alleviate this difficulty. 5
While ignoring statistical evidence and legal alternatives, the U.K.
government also underestimates the practical issues of residing and working
abroad. Migration is not only influenced by the imposition or lack of
transitional measures,'0 6 but also by factors such as language and cultural
barriers, the home country's economic stance and employment opportunities,
personal concerns about changing country, and leaving family and friends
behind. " 7
While many of the above enumerated aspects are self- explanatory, it serves
to re-emphasize that Bulgaria has been adjusting its economic and legal system
to fit the requirements of EU membership since 1995. Improvements have
'00 MONITORING REPORT 2006, supra note 90, at 4.
101 Id.
'02 See 'Nearly 600,000' New EU Migrants, supra note 58.




"05 Home Office, Work Permits, http://www.bia.homeoffice.gov.uk/workingintheuk/workp
ermits/ (last visited June 6, 2008).
106 TRASER, supra note 4, at 32.
107 MONIKA BYRSKA, THE UNFINISHED ENLARGEMENT: REPORT ON FREE MOVEMENT OF
PEOPLE iN EU-25, at 3 (2004), available at http://www.mobility-migration.netldocuments/unfin
ished-enlargement.pdf.
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been reached in a number of critical areas, allowing the country to bypass the
safeguard measures of the Accession Treaty and to become an EU member in
January 2007.108 Although much remains to be accomplished, progress has
been made in the reform of the justice system and the fight against corruption
and organized crime.l°9 Law enforcement has increased and successful actions
have been registered against criminal networks." 0 While Bulgarian citizens'
satisfaction with EU democracy is twice as high--46%-as satisfaction with
national democracy-20% '-the host country will not necessarily ease one's
worries."'2  Studies show that Bulgarians place high hopes in EU
membership." 3 Most importantly, Bulgarians appear to be optimistic that as
a result of EU membership their country will become more influential." 4 A
considerable factor in identifying an insignificant migration flow is that young
people aged fifteen to twenty-four are the most optimistic regarding the
European Union's role for Bulgaria's future."' This last statistic is all the
more important when considered alongside evidence that the vast majority of
migrant workers subsequent to the 2004 Accession are young
individuals-82% are between eighteen and thirty-four. "6 Consequently, one
would be hard pressed to deny that less pessimism in national terms, and more
optimism in Europe's role in the future of Bulgaria, is a good enough reason
to subside mass migration abroad.
V. GYPSY INVASION
This Note has implied that in addition to inaccurately forecasting 2007
Accession migration patterns, the transitional measures are also founded in
anti-immigration sentiments. The latter are directed not only at the Bulgarian
people, but also very specifically to an ethnic minority: the Roma. The
effectiveness of this proposition requires a discussion of the U.K. attitude and
historical problems with the Roma population, as well as the possibility that
108 2004 Progress with Enlargement, supra note 13.
109 Id.
110 Id.
" EUR. COMM'N, EUROBAROMETER 63.4: PUBLIC OPINION IN THE EUROPEAN UNION 5
(2005), available at http://ec.europa.eu/publicopinion/archives/eb/eb63/eb63_exec-bg.pdf.
112 BYRSKA, supra note 107.
..3 Council Regulation 1085/2006, supra note 13.
14 EUR. COMM'N, supra note 111, at 7.
'is Id. at 8.
116 MONITORING REPORT 2006, supra note 90, at 4.
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Gypsies, as citizens of Bulgaria, will exercise their right to freedom of
movement.
Eastern Europe domiciles between six and eight million Roma, although
accurate estimations are difficult because of infrequent data collection, the
Roma's mobility, and their reluctance to register as Roma in censuses for fear
of being stigmatized." 7 Romania has the largest Roma population, with an
estimated 1.8 million, while Bulgaria averages between 400,000
and 800,000.' 18 Indeed, in terms of percentage of total population, Bulgaria,
at 8%, has among the highest concentration of Roma." 9
The history of the oppression and exclusion of the Roma in Eastern and
Central Europe dates back to the fourteenth century. 20  Their dark
complexions, constant mobility, and alien hierarchies have made them easy
targets,'2 ' often leading to expulsions from any town that had initially
welcomed them. 22 In Bulgaria, where the Gypsy minority is perceived to be
a major source of crime, 23 police abuse and use of excessive force continues
to be a serious human rights concern. 24 The Commission has previously
warned Bulgaria that it needs to take measures to alleviate this problem. 2
Sadly, the Roma's situation does not appear to be benefiting from the
protections afforded under various international treaties and domestic laws.'26
At the same time, the ability to move freely is essential to the Roma,
traditionally as a part of their nomadic culture, more currently as a means of
escaping a country of persecution and also to find work and protect their
lives.'27 However, the Eastward expansion of the EU means that many
governments are being pressured to give Roma the same rights as other
..7 Amo Tanner, The Roma of Eastern Europe: Still Searching for Inclusion, MIGR. POL'Y
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citizens, which creates a certain level of uneasiness. 28 EU Enlargement also
implies that, once the Member States' temporary restrictions expire, Eastern
European Roma should be able to freely live and work in any EU country.
129
The Roma community faces "many obstacles to securing the freedom of
movement.' 3' Although by definition the move to secure minority rights
includes the Roma, many states refuse to recognize them as a minority
group. 3' Bulgaria, for example, has in the past adopted exclusionary policies
in response to citizens' perception that the influx of Roma is "a threat to their
own national and ethnic identity and a drain on already scare resources.' 32
One thing is clear, the Roma community would certainly not be nearly as
disadvantaged in the U.K. as they are in Bulgaria where they lack access to
government services and health care, good-quality housing and schools, and
suffer from high rates of unemployment and discrimination on the labor
market. 13
3
The issue then becomes: Whether the typical immigrant from Bulgaria will
be young and single, a representative of the majority population, or whether
"clans" of the Roma community would choose to exercise their Article 39
rights and flood the U.K. market and welfare system? With few resources and
lack of education (90% of the country's Roma population do not have an
elementary school education), 34 a perceived "flood of Gypsies" is exactly the
kind of thing the xenophobic press likes to seize upon to excite their readers,
whether or not large-scale Roma migration actually occurs. 35 Like most
countries in Europe, the U.K. has never been at ease with the Roma. The BBC
News comments that Gypsies are the most hated minority in Europe, despite
centuries of persecution and the Holocaust. 36 Inexcusably, during a 2002
House of Commons debate, a Member of Parliament described Gypsies, as
"scum" not entitled to human rights. 37 The issue of U.K. attitudes toward the
128 See 2005 Monitoring Report, supra note 28.
129 See EC Treaty, supra note 3, art. 39.
130 Haun, supra note 120, at 159.
' Fred Bertam, The Particular Problems of (the) Roma, 3 U.C. DAVIS J. INT'L L. &
POL'Y 1, 11-12 (1997).
132 Haun, supra note 120, at 160.
133 Bertam, supra note 131, at 11.
134 Tanner, supra note 117.
131 Paula Dear, Gypsy Campaign Raises Ethics Issue, BBC NEWS, Mar. 11,2005, available
at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uknews/4337281 .stm.
136 Gypsies are 'Europe's Most Hated,' BBC NEWS, Apr. 26,2005, available at http://news.
bbc.co.uk/l/hi/uk/4486245.stm.
137 See House ofCommons Harvard Debates for 21 Mar. 2003 (pt. 19), http://www.publica
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Roma community was also raised during a controversial bonfire night
celebration in 2003, when a caravan depicting a Gypsy family was burned,
leading to accusations of racial hatred against the wrongdoers. 3 But note that
such initiative parallels eschewing integration of the Roma into the mainstream
national system of Bulgaria throughout the centuries, a fact so vehemently
criticized by the international community.
The Bulgarian Roma have been amongst the first to file asylum claims, both
to escape discrimination, and to improve their socioeconomic position.
39
Nevertheless, few Roma actually received asylum based on the criteria of
the 1951 Geneva Convention, according to "which refugees must have been
persecuted or have a well-founded fear of persecution due to race, nationality,
religion, political opinion, or membership in a particular social group."' 40
Since the Roma had come from "safe" countries, their claims for asylum were
largely ineffective.141 As a result, Roma migration has decreased in the U.K.,
where asylum claims were considered unfounded due to improvements in the
home countries. 42 Moreover, as part of EU entry, the Bulgarian government
is pledging further antidiscrimination laws, integration in schools,
improvements in settlement infrastructure, and measures to raise dismal health
standards. 143 Potential migrants know that it is hard to find ajob for those who
do not speak the language, that housing is expensive and hard to acquire, and
that no one will greet them at the airport "with a welfare check."'" While
much remains to be done, the above statistics show that, similar to migration
of Bulgarians, not only is the fear of a large Gypsy influx in the U.K.
unfounded in fact, it would also be difficult to legally achieve.
The current Roma population in the U.K. has faced the additional problem
of systematic governmental refusal to provide public sites. Housing for
Gypsies has been more than a controversial concept. "Since 1968, the U.K.
tions.parliament.uk/pa/cm2002O3/cmhansrd/voO30321/debtext/30321-19.htm (last visited
June 6, 2008).
"' Gypsy Effigies Burnt on Bonfire, BBC NEWS, Oct. 28, 2003, available at http://news.bbc.
co.uk/l/hi/england/southemcounties/322232 1.stm.
139 See generally ARNO TANNER, THE FORGOTTEN MINORITIES OF EASTERN EUROPE - THE
HISTORY AND TODAY OF SELECTED ETHNIC GROUPS IN FIVE COuNTRIES (Amo Tanner ed., 2004).
"0 Tanner, supra note 117.
141 Id.
142 Id.
143 2005 Monitoring Report, supra note 28.
1" Howard Schneider & Christine Spolar, Czech Prejudice -and TV- Fuel Gypsy Migration
to Canada, WASH. POST, Sept. 1, 1997, available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/
inatl/americas/sep/03/gypsies.htm.
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government has struggled to alleviate the difficulties faced by Gypsies in
obtaining secure accommodations or to reduce difficulties in dealing with
unauthorized encampments."' 45 Under current law Gypsies have three options
for lawful camping: parking on public caravan sites, which are insufficient;
parking on occupied land with the consent of the occupier; and parking on
property owned by the campers themselves. 4 6 Even though the British
Government has encouraged local authorities to adopt the last approach, many
Gypsies still encounter formidable obstacles to obtaining the requisite
permission to park their caravans on their own property.'47 In 2004, a Gypsy
community who owned a piece of land was evicted under a court order, which
also provided for an injunction, allowing the local community to block the road
with concrete and extensively ploughed mud banks, in an effort to prevent the
Gypsy families from returning. ' Elsewhere, the U.K. has seen angry villagers
picket the home of a judge who refused to evict Gypsy travelers. 49
In 1994, reforms called for "replacing public with private
provision"--allowing the private sector (which was primarily Gypsies
themselves) to provide the sites where the public sector had failed. 5'
Authorities question whether these private planning solutions, would even
succeed given the fact that Gypsy site development does not enhance the value
of the land when compared, for instance, to other types of land development.' 5 '
For example, a planning commission would be inclined to discriminate against
Gypsy site development in favor of housing development, which brings
substantially more value to the land.'52 Additionally, public Gypsy sites have
traditionally had high cyclical maintenance costs.'53 There is no question,
then, of the need for reform between U.K. authorities and Gypsies themselves.
Yet, given the mutual distrust, any improvement is far from easy.
14' Luke Clements, Law Reform - Gypsies and Other Travellers (Traveller L. Res. Unit,
Occasional Discussion PaperNo. 2, 1997), available athttp://www.law.cf.ac.uk/tlru/ODP2.pdf.
'46 Id. at 2.
147 Id.
148 Dominic Casciani, The Battle for Gypsy land, BBC NEWS, Apr. 20, 2004, available at
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk/3639495.stm.
14' Dominic Casciani, Rural England, Gypsies andLandReform, BBC NEws, Sept. 16,2004,
available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/lhi/uk/3635872.stm.
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The situation revealed in the case of Buckley v. United Kingdom gives a
graphic example of this paradox.'54 June Buckley was refused planning
permission for her caravan because, according to the local authorities, the area
had already reached a "saturation point" of Gypsies. 1' The permission would
have increased the local Gypsy population in the area to twenty-three. 56 More
importantly, the court acknowledged that the applicant's identity as a Gypsy
restricted the options open to her, since the applicant led the traditional Roma
lifestyle.' In what constitutes the first Gypsy case, the Court decided that the
applicant's right to respect for her home did not necessarily require that home
to be lawfully established.'58
The plethora of discrimination instances serves as testimony of the relevant
mindset of the U.K. citizens and challenges any other justification on
economic grounds set forth by the government. It is difficult to accept that the
continued residence of the Buckley family would have presented any
significant problems for local residents, particularly since Buckley had been
living in the area since 1988 and her land could have adequately been screened
to prevent visual intrusion. The circumstances of Ms. Buckley and her family
record the all too common history of insecurity, disruption of life, and
harassment endured by the Roma population. It appears that one of the main
reasons for refusal of planning permits, in this and many other cases centers
on the desire to have a small, controlled number of Gypsies in that area, and
the fear that caravan settlements, "if allowed, would be very likely to
encourage similar schemes."' 59 A private development of the sort desired by
the applicant on her own land was considered to be inappropriate by the local
authority. In a case almost identical to Buckley, concern was expressed not
only with the caravan itself, but also the "external signs of occupation...
associated with a family on the site and the comings and goings inevitable with
the residential occupation."160
154 Buckley v. United Kingdom, 23 Eur. Ct. H.R. 101 (1996), available at http://www.mine
Ires.lv/coe/courtlBuckley.htm.
... Id. See also Helen O'Nions, The Right to Respect for Home and Family Life: The First
in a Series of 'Gypsy cases' to Challenge U.K. Legislation, WEB J. CURRENT LEGAL
IssUEs, 1996, http://webjcli.ncl.ac.uk/1996/issue5/o'nions5.html#bkl.
156 O'Nions, supra note 155.
"' Buckley, 23 Eur. Ct. H.R. 101.
158 Id.
159 Chapman v. United Kingdom, 33 Eur. Ct. H.R. 399, 40 (2001), available at http://www.
coe.int/t/dg3/romatravellers/urisprudene/caselaw/CHAPMAN_en.asp (comments of Inspector
in justifying refusal for planning permission).
160 Id. 37.
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Troubled by the inability of his country to cope with this matter, a U.K.
legislator has commented, "[i]t must surely be possible ... for the majority to
come to terms with a minority .... Certainly it is in the interest of the
majority to do this rather than to perpetuate the distress which they, in part,
bring upon themselves."'' 61
Confirming this attitude, the High Commissioner on National Minorities,
in his most recent report, identified the United Kingdom as exemplifying the
problems concerning Gypsy issues.'62 The report specifically recognizes the
manner in which the local press seems to be deliberately designed to inflame
tensions and produce an image of a major "Gypsy invasion," ready to abuse the
welfare system. 163  According to Dr. Arno Tanner, a scholar who has
conducted extensive research on the recent Roma migration from Eastern
Europe, the British press has blamed its Roma "invasion" on a documentary
broadcast in 1997. Set in the Czech Republic, the documentary portrayed the
U.K.'s benefits policy as a welfare haven."6 One such typical account is the
front-page article "Gypsies Invade Dover, Hoping for a Handout," which
implied that the real motivation for arriving in the U.K. was to take advantage
of British welfare opportunities.'65
As the foregoing analysis suggests, the need for the U.K. government to
combat discrimination will fall short unless "backed by the unwavering
commitment of political will, manifested both in moral leadership and material
resources." '166 Closing the country's borders under the pretext of a labor
shortage, when statistics prove quite the opposite, is evidence of the
unwillingness to "shape rather than follow public opinion." '167
In its struggle to combat racism against the Roma and the housing
difficulties associated with it, the U.K. proposed the Traveler Law Reform
Bill. 168 Its main purpose was "to tackle the social exclusion of Gypsies by...
amending unfair and discriminatory statutory provisions and by seeking to
161 Clements, supra note 145.
162 ORG. FOR SEC. AND CO-OPERATION IN EUR., REPORT ON THE SITUATION OF ROMA AND
SINTI IN THE OSCE AREA 49 (Mar. 10, 2000) [hereinafter HIGH COMMISSIONER REPORT],
available at http://www.osce.org/documents/hcnm/2000/03/24 1_en.pdf.
163 Id.
'" Tanner, supra note 117.
165 HIGH COMMISSIONER REPORT, supra note 162, at 49 n. 132.
166 Id. at 49.
167 See id. at 45.
168 Traveller Law Reform Bill, ExplanatoryNotes, available at http://www.law.cf.ac.uk/tlru/
ExplanMemo.pdf (last visited June 17, 2008).
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ensure that appropriate provision is made available for their accommodation
and educational needs.' 1 69 The bill, among its many provisions, called for
every local authority to provide or facilitate the provision of suitable
accommodation for Gypsies, nondiscrimination under an amended race
relations act, housing corporation funding for caravan site construction, and
greater education opportunities. 170 According to the Traveller's Law Research
Institute based at Cardiff Law School, the Bill's most significant innovation
concerned the extent to which it seeks to remove from the political stage
decisions concerning site provision and site "toleration."'' This is to be
achieved by creating a Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Commission, of
which at least half must be Gypsy representatives, and which will be
responsible for assessing the need for sites.' In carrying out certain
functions, the local authority must consult, among others, local Gypsies and
their respective bodies. 3 Furthermore, local authorities would have greater
difficulty in evicting illegal encampments on their own land.1
74
The Bill is a major development as it also prohibits interference with the
rights of Gypsies to live a nomadic life.' 75 For example, if the authorities ban
Gypsy caravans from a site because it is in an agricultural area, but then allow
a developer to put homes on the land, this would be grounds for a
discrimination challenge. But note, if the authorities prove that they have
treated the Roma equally and fairly, and given them adequate options or
support to find a solution, there would be no grounds for such a challenge.
76
The Bill was launched in 2002, but the process has been interrupted and
presently it is not clear what its future progress may be.' 77
The issue then becomes whether the enactment of laws, such as the
Traveller Law Reform Bill, would help foster a Roma invasion now that
Bulgaria has joined the EU? Advocates for migration limits would
169 Id
"70 Traveller Law Reform Bill, 2002, Bill [ 171 ] (Eng.), available at http://www.publicatio
ns.parliament.uk/pa/cm200102/cmbills/1 71/2002171 .pdf.
171 Id.
172 Id § 9.
171 Id. § 5(3)(d).
174 Id. § 1(b).
175 Id.
176 CardiffUniversity, The Traveler Law Reform Bill, http://www.law.cf.ac.uk/tlruIbill.html
(last visited June 17, 2008).
177 Cardiff University, Traveler Law Reform Conferences, http://www.law.cf.ac.uk/tlru/bill.
html (last visited June 17, 2008).
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undoubtedly be unenthusiastic about such a possibility, especially in light of
a shortage of at least 3500 caravan stopping sites.'
Despite such initiatives as the Travellers Bill, positive impacts on the Roma
in the U.K. have not been extensive. At least one-third of the Roma population
in the U.K. have no safe, legal and secured stopping place, and many have no
access to water or other essential services.179 Disturbing patterns are also
important to keep in mind: many Gypsies may be ignorant of such legislation,
due to lack of education or even simple household furnishings such as TV and
radio which often leave them ignorant of the outside world. Furthermore, it is
also questionable whether any planning solutions, driven by the desire for
reform, could even succeed in making adequate provisions for the Roma.'80
This discrimination is not only morally and ethically the stirring pot of
current U.K. attitude towards Eastern European accession, but also gives rise
to violations of antidiscrimination provisions as per international law, the latter
being beyond the scope of this topic. It deserves notice that, as a category,
Gypsy planning applications are relatively unique as they typically request
permission to park caravans in areas subject to restriction by local planning
authorities, making virtually all Gypsy planning applications highly
contentious. 181 Nonetheless, the fact remains that there is inadequate provision
or availability of authorized sites, which is exacerbated by the high rate of
denial of planning permits, giving the Roma no other options but to break the
law, an option which develops into a self-fulfilling prophecy of crime and
vandalism.
When confronted with the accession by a country, host of the second
highest Roma population, should the United Kingdom choose to seek
regularization of the legal status of the Roma who live in circumstances of
unsettled illegality? This Note suggests that perhaps the success of initiatives
intended to alleviate the concerns of the Roma communities is contingent on
active engagement of the Roma in projects, politics, and, most significantly,
the concept of citizenship.
At the same time, the United Kingdom construes open borders as an act
inviting a Roma invasion, perpetuating a classic syndrome of dependency and
passivity on the British system. Therefore, the political answer is opting to
178 Id.
171 CardiffUniversity, Fact Sheet: Traveling People in the United Kingdom, http://www.law.
cf.ac.uk/tlru/Factsheet.pdf (last visited June 17, 2008).
ISo See discussion supra notes 150-52 and accompanying text.
181 See Traveller Law Reform Bill, supra note 168.
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limit (in sharp contrast to the previous status of the U.K. as a migration leader)
workers' flow into the country. A word of caution is necessary here: excluding
the Roma is scarcely likely to earn the confidence and trust of the majority
population. Instead, "Guarantees for equal rights, equal chances, equal
treatment, and measures to improve their situation will make a revival of
Gypsy language and culture possible, thus enriching the European cultural
diversity."'82 After all, is cultural diversity not one of the indispensable
notions in support of European expansion? The complexity and sensitivity of
the issues involved cannot be solved when general principles and goals are
agreed upon, but there is no unification on the means of implementation.
VI. CONCLUSION
On January 1, 2007, Bulgaria joined the EU, raising the population to
almost half a billion. 183 The country finished its return to Europe, which
commenced with the fall of the Iron Curtain. The entry, by itself,
acknowledged Bulgaria's fulfillment of many EU requirements stipulated upon
throughout the accession process-an indication that the positive progress
Bulgaria has made so far shall continue. Member States have repeatedly
acknowledged that in welcoming a new country, the European culture and
heritage will become richer and mutual ties and economy will be boosted.
Europe has always emphasized the importance of being united by shared
values and democratic freedom. The 2007 enlargement should be viewed as
a success for the EU, a celebration of the end of old conflicts dividing Europe.
Yet, there stands out, contrary to these principles, the decision of the United
Kingdom to withhold full access to its borders to Bulgarian workers. The
achievements of the Community's newest member have been marred by such
labor restrictions. In the midst of jubilation in Bulgaria, the British press
attempted to "intercept the vanguard of Britain's latest invasion from Eastern
182 Eur. Consult Ass., On Gypsies in Europe, Council Recommendation 1203, 1 (1993),
available at http://assembly.coe.int//Main.asp?link=-/Documents/AdoptedText/ta93/EREC 1203.
htm# 1.
183 TRASER, supra note 4; see also Romania and Bulgaria Join the EU, BBCNEwS,
Jan. 1, 2007, available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/6220591.stm.
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Europe,"18 4 the Bulgarians who "headed straight for Britain yesterday-by
crowding on to the first bus out.'
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EU membership gives Bulgarians the right to free movement across the EU
although Britain has chosen to impose stringent restrictions on their citizens
seeking work. The Home Office has spent over 200,000f on a campaign to
persuade them not to come to Britain unless they are skilled and have been
offered a job. Consequently, the only Bulgarians allowed will be highly
skilled workers with jobs waiting for them, the self-employed, and
about 20,000 agricultural workers. This new system will be evaluated within
twelve months.
Predictions on the numbers of those who will migrate have varied
between 56,000 and 180,000. However, officials for the Immigration Advisory
Service have said that the impact will be nothing when compared to the eight
countries which joined in May 2004. Additionally, the traditional migration
pattern for Bulgaria has been to the Mediterranean, not to the north.
Therefore, there needs to be a mutually agreed upon understanding of the
transitional impact from the last round of accession before borders are shut to
the newest members of the EU. Reflect further on the adverse possibility that
undercutting legal rights on the freedom to move within the EU may influence
Bulgarians to operate illegally, leading to a black market and tax evasion by
both workers and their bosses.
186
The prospect of further migration from Eastern Europe has triggered
comments and policies which are controversial and subject to debate. This
trend has been observed within the U.K. government itself, which has not
appeared to stand cohesively on its new closed door policy. Analysts argue
that employment restrictions have little impact on actual migration from the
new Member States, but rather the restrictions imposed answer domestic
political concerns raised in the context of slowing economies and anti-
immigration sentiments.'87 A consensus on the most positive course of action,
combined with better data on migration figures, is needed and should be
demanded before seclusion of the newest member state is carried out.
184 Yana Moyseeva, Views on Bulgaria's EU Entry from Abroad, SOFIA ECHO (Bulg.),
Jan. 8, 2007, available at http://www.sofiaecho.com/article/views-on-bulgarias-eu-entry-from-
abroad/id_19652/catid_5.
185 Id.
186 EU Migration in Curb. Reaction in Quotes, Trades Union Congress, BBC NEWS,
Oct. 25, 2006, available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/I/hi/uk/6083482.stm (quoting Brendan Barber).
187 BYRSKA, supra note 107, at 8.
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Not everything is ideal. Bulgaria has indeed failed to meet some of the EU
qualifying conditions on tackling corruption, organized crime, reforming its
criminal justice system, and providing protection for minorities. There may
need to be sanctions if improvements in these areas cannot be demonstrated in
the coming years or EU development funds are misappropriated. However,
there is no reason to believe this accession will be any less successful in the
long term than the incorporation of Ireland, Spain, Greece or the Baltic states
all countries with significant social and economic problems at the time.
Moreover, consideration needs to be given to the fact that Bulgaria has already
made great strides in recent decades in order to secure membership.
By merging Eastern and Western Europe, the European Union is stronger
and the people of the continent are freer than ever. Xenophobia created by the
reactionary press and hysterical predictions of a tidal wave of immigration and
organized crime will most certainly interfere with this unification.
Furthermore, in Britain this coverage has been given a repulsive twist by some
semi-racist abuse of the oppressed Roma people of Eastern Europe. Yet, the
protection of minorities is not only a precondition to European Union
accession, but is also a part of fulfilling a country's membership duties. The
realization of a tolerant and prosperous Europe does not depend solely on co-
operation between States but also requires transfrontier cooperation, without
prejudice to the integrity of each State.'88
188 Eur. Consult. Ass., Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities
(Feb. 1, 1995), available at http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/157.htm.
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